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The Catalan numb;r C, is defined to be 
2n 
( >I 
(n + 1). One of its occurrences is as the n 
number of ways of bracketing a product of n + 1 terms taken from a set with binaqr operation. 
In. this note the corresponding result for a set with a k-ary operation is considered. A 
combinatorial proof is given which does not involve generating functions or inversion formulae. 
The result is further ~~neralised to obtain a simpler proof of a formula of Erdelyi and 
Etherington [2], interpreted here as a result coscerning a set with several k,-ary operations. 
For a set with a non-associative binary operation the proof that the Catalan 
number C, is the number of ways in which a product of n + 1 terms may be 
bracketed is usually given [l, p. 52-53; 3, p. 18-191 using recurrence formulae, 
generating functions and inversion theorems. More direct proofs have been given 
by Silberger [4) and Singmaster [5]. Here we consider first a set E with a k-ary 
operation. To avoid brackets we use tlhe backwards Polish notation, where the 
occurrence of /L indicates that the previous k terms are to be multiplied. Thus for 
k = 3 and 5 ‘terms we have the following possibilities: 
a~bcdepp = ab(cde); abcdpep = a(bcJ)e; 
c bcpdep = (abc)de. 
Clearly not every sequence of p’s and. elements of E can be represented by a 
product. Those which do correspond to products will be termed “representaule” 
sequences. The result is obtained by finding the proportion of seauences which 
are representable. 
Pr~posititon. A sequence involving rp’s and o f 1 members of E is repcsentable if 
and only if n = (k - 1)r and the number of members of E preceding any point in the 
sequence xceeds k - 1 times the number of t~‘s preceding this point. 
. This is clear when r = 1 and is ~IKXI a routine proof by inti sct41n c)n r. 
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whiit: if = (k”4)r. Why! ,‘k =‘2 we htive ti = r and so obtain- the usual Catzlan ” 
n&jt:r ‘Cn. - ’ ._ I x. 
’ ‘l%C first’ occurrence ‘of the Catalan numbers was obttaiued by Euler, who wns 
qoum&ig the subdivisions of a convex pql$gm into triati$& using ,&$rds. Erdclyi 
1 _ ; i’;_ .., 
tinA ~%thttlngtcin [2j’ ~onsid&ed i ge&ralis&on, of‘ ‘tl& %td B $ti&$\;ision tinto 
poEyions with the,iestriction that polygolis With B iiven nunber of sides should be 
xed- ~u~b~~~ of times. The corr~s~o~d~~~ ‘probleria is to consider 
with kj-ary opeiations pe i =: 1,. . . , q and 
seq tPences involving elerients of E and 
As before it is a routme proof by in 
e,~~~~s,.~~,:~~ is 
&y .pcGt ‘$j,:t& +$ul 
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sequence. This ives the required rl;nmber of representable seqJenc,;s to be 
! /(n f I)! r,! . . . rq! , 
mula (8) of [Z] when the appropriate changes ic notation are 
e fact that a sequence with r. + 1 terms corrLsponds to a 
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